Map All Your Infrastructure to Gain Full Visibility

**DOCUMENTATION**
IT documentation and Asset Management
Everything starts with asset discovery. You always need to validate those assets that you don’t believe to exist. If you don’t have accurate documentation, nothing else matters.

**MIGRATION**
Data Center Console Cloud Migration
Transformations are messy and complicated. Get a complete assessment of your application and server architecture at the start to not leave anything critical behind.

**MAPPING**
NetSecOps and Microsegmentation
You can’t protect what you don’t know about. Knowing your environment inside out is the first step in planning micro segmentation and how your going to protect IT assets.

**SEGMENTATION**
Disaster Recovery and Business Continuity
Uptime is critical. Know where all you traffic is flowing across servers and applications to build complete backups based on dynamic information.

Plan infrastructure changes without gambling

“Great product for pre cloud migration discovery!
Faddom is a fantastic tool for cloud pre-migration discovery and assessment. Being cloud-independent means there’s no bias in the decision-making process. The automated application discovery and dependency mapping feature is outstanding, and I highly recommend it. Fabulous customer support too.

Kanchan Chakraborty
Enterprise Cloud Infrastructure Architect, Ascendion
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